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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite set with cardinality 1 X I = n, and let N = (E1 ) E, ,..., &J 
be a family of r-subsets, where 2 < Y < n. We shall say that His an r-u~$or.~ 
hypergraph (or r-graph) with edges Ei and vertex-set A’. If k is an integer 22, 
a k-coloring of H is a partition of X into k classes S, , S, ,..., Sk such that no Si 
contains an edge of H. This k-coloring is said to be eguipartite if for i = 
4, 2,.. ., k, 
b/k1 < I & I < b/k]“. 
ere, [A] denotes the integral part of A, and [A]* denotes the least integer &A. 
In this paper, we consider the following problem: For which values of m 
is it possible to assert that an r-uniform hypergraph of order IZ with YYI edges 
has necessarily an equipartite k-coloring ? As an application, we obtain a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a weak k-coloring found by Erdds in 
[3] (for k = 2). 
Let m,(n, r, k) be the minimum number of edges for an r-uniform hyper- 
graph of order n having no equipartite k-coloring, and let m,(n, r, k) be the 
largest value of m for which there exists an r-uniform hypergraph oi order 1: 
with m edges having an equipartite k-coloring. Clearly, 
1 < mo(n, r, k) < m,(n, r, k) < (‘II). 
The value of m,(n, r, k) is easy to determine, since it is the number of 
r-tuples which meet at least two classes of the equipartite k-partition of X; 
for m > m,(n, r, k), no hypergraph has an equipartite k-coloring (and 
furthermore no hypergraph is k-colorable, as we can see in [IO]). For 
I?Z < m&n, r, k), every r-uniform hypergraph of order n with m edges has an 
equipartite k-coloring (and therefore is k-colorable). 
Thus, the main problem is the determination of ~,(IT?, r, k). 
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2. THE COLORINGS OF SIMPLE GRAPHS 
First, we shall describe three graphs G,(n, k), G,(n, k), G&z, k) having no 
equipartite k-coloring. 
For k < n, the graph G,(n, k) consists of n - k - 1 isolated vertices and a 
clique of k + 1 vertices. Clearly, G,(n, k) has no k-coloring, and therefore 
has no equipartite k-coloring. 
For k < n < 2k, put n = k + q, where I < q < k; the graph G,(n, k) 
consists of two disjoint sets of vertices C and D with / C 1 = n - 2q + 1, 
I D I = 2q - 1; the edges of G&z, k) are all the pairs of vertices in C, and also 
all the pairs cd with c E C, d E D. The graph G,(n, k) has no equipartite 
k-coloring because if (S, , & ,..., S,) is such a coloring, exactly q of these 
classes have cardinality 2 and therefore are all contained in D, which contra- 
dictsthatIDi=2q-I. 
For rz >, 2k, G,(n, k) consists of three disjoint sets of vertices {a}, A and B, 
with / A / = n - [n/k] + 1 and j B 1 = [n/k] - 2; the edges of G&z, k) are all 
the pairs ax with x E A. This graph has no equipartite k-colorings because if 
(S, > & >.-*> S,) is such a coloring, one of the classes, say S1 , contains a and 
therefore contains no vertex in A; therefore we can write 
In/k] < I S1 I < I B u (41 = b/k] -- 1, 
which is a contradiction. 
Hence, the minimum number of edges for a graph of order n having no 
equipartite k-coloring satisfies 
m,(n, 2, k) < mm m[G,(n, k)]. 
We shall prove that (1) holds with equality. 
(1) 
LEMMA. If G is a graph of order n non-k-colorable with a minimum number 
of edges, then G is isomorphic to G&z, k). 
Proof. Otherwise, G contains an induced subgraph G’ which is (k + l)- 
critical (see [I, p. 338]), i.e.,: G’ has chromatic number k + 1, and any 
subgraph obtained from G’ by removing one vertex has chromatic number k. 
The order of G’ is n(G’) > k + 1. Since each vertex of a (k + I)-critical 
graph has degree >k, we have 
m(G) > m(G’) > q 2 (” ‘; ‘1. 
Since G has the minimum number of edges, we have 
m(G)= (“1 ‘1; n(G’)=k+ 1 
This shows that G is isomorphic to G,(n, k). 
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PucoJ (I) For k < n < 2k, a graph G has no equipartite k-coloring if 
and only if the complementary graph G has no matching of cardinal&y PI - k-. 
(A matching is a set of pairwise disjoint edges.) Therefore, (i) fo‘oflows imme- 
diately from the Erdiis-Gallai theorem [5] (which gives the maximum possible 
number of edges for %). 
(2) For n 3 2k, put p = [n/k]. We have described (above) a graph G 
with m(G) = min((“i’), 12 - p + 1) that has no equipartite k-colorings. 
Now, we shall show by an induction on k, that for 
every graph of order n with nz edges has an equipartite k-coloring. Fork = 2, 
the result is immediate. Let k > 2; suppose that the result is proved up to 
k .- 1. Let G = (X, S) be a graph with 
For SC X, we shall denote by G, the subgraph of G induced by S and by 
Hi the number of edges in G joining S to X - 5’. 
(3) A stable set of G is a set of vertices which contains no edge. We shall 
show the following: For q < k - 2, if there exists a stable set S with 1 S / = p 
and w(S) > max(p, k)), then C has an equipartite k-coloring. For .ihen the 
number of vertices in GXeS is n(G,_s) = n -p = (k - 1)~ + q, where 
0 ,< 4 < k - 1. Furthermore, the number of edges in GxPs is 
n(Gx-s) - p + 11. 
By the induction hypothesis, G,_, possesses an equipartite (k -- 1) 
coloring (Y, , Y, ,..., Yic). Clearly, (S, Y, , Y3 ,~.., Y,) is an equipartite 
k-coloring of G. 
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(4) As above, one can show: For q = k - 1, if there exists a stable set S 
with 1 S / = p + 1 and w(S) 3 max{p + 1, k), then G has a equipartite 
k-coloring. 
(5) Similarly, one can show: For q = k - 1, if there exists a stable set 
S with / S I = p and w(S) 3 max{p + 1, k), then G has an equipartite k- 
coloring. 
(6) Now, we shall show that if k <p, the graph G has an equipartite 
k-coloring. 
Since m < (“;I), there exists a k-coloring (S, , S, ,..., S,) of G (by the 
lemma), and we shall always assume that j S1 / >, / S, 1 >, *.* > j S, /. Among 
the k-colorings (S, , SZ ,..., S,) such that / S1 / - / S, / is minimum, consider 
a k-coloring (Xi, X, ,..., X,) for which the number of classes with maximal 
cardinality is as small as possible. Assume that G has no equipartite k-color- 
ing; therefore 
1x11 ZPS 1, 
I Xl I - I x7c I 3 2. 
Each vertex a E X, is adjacent to the set X,C, because otherwise (X1 - {a}, 
X 2 ,..., X,-, , X, u (a}) would be also a k-coloring, which contradicts the 
definition of (X, , X, ,..., X,). 
If q < k - 2, consider a subset S’ of Xi with cardinality p. The set S’ is 
stable and satisfies 
I S’ I = p, w(S’) 3 1 S’ 1 = p = max{p, k}. 
It follows from part (3) that G has an equipartite k-coloring, which is a 
contradiction. If q = k - 1, consider a subset S” of X, with cardinality 
p + 1. This set is stable and satisfies 
IS”1 =p+ 1, w(S) >, j S” / = max{p + 1, k). 
It follows from part (4) that G has an equipartite k-coloring, which is a con- 
tradiction. 
(7) It remains to show that if k > p + 1, the graph G has an equipartite 
k-coloring. Let 6 be the maximum degree. If 6 < k - 1 it follows from the 
Hajnal-SzEmCrCdi theorem [6] that G has an equipartite k-coloring, and the 
‘proof is achieved. 
If 6 3 k 3 p + 1, let x0 be a vertex of maximum degree, and let rxO be 
the set of all its neighbors. Put Y = X - {x0} - rx,, . We have 
and 
IY\=n--6-l 
m(G,) <m(G)-- <(n-p)-8 = I YI -(p- 1). 
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If T is a maximal stable set in GY , each vertex in Y - T is the extremity 
of an edge going into T, hence 
hence 
I Tl 3 I Yl -m(G) 3p- 1. 
Let T’ be a subset of T with cardinality p - 1. The set S = T’ u (.$ is 
stable and satisfies 
!S/ =pl, w(S) 2 6 > max(p + 1, kj. 
If 9 < k - 2, the existence of an equipartite k-coloring of G follows from 
part (3) and if 4 = k - 1, this follows from part (5). ED. 
The structure of all the graphs of order n with no equipartite k-coloring 
that have m,(n, 2, k) edges can be defined precisely by the following two 
theorems. 
THEOREM 1A. For k + 1 < IZ < 2k, every extremal graph of order 17 
with no equipartite k-coloring can be obtained by considering a partition 
(A, B, , B, ,..., B,) of X, with 
‘A =s, Q<s<k-1, 
1 B, : = / B, 1 E ... GE j Bt 1 EC 1, (mod 2) I = 2k - M + s - 2, 
the edges being all pairs of two vertices belonging to diflerent Bi’s. 
Proof. Put n = k + q, 1 < q < k. The graph above has no equipartite 
k-coloring, because if (S, , S, ,..., S,) is such a coloring, exactly q of the classes 
have cardinality two, and k - q classes have cardinality one. Since t > ss 
then at least one class of cardinality one is contained in t - s of the B,‘s. 
Hence 
n<2q+(t--)=2q+2k-n-2=rz-2. 
This is a contradiction. Furthermore, the partial graph G - Ei obtained 
from G by removing an edge E, has an equipartite k-coloring. Thus, G is a 
minimal graph of the family. Conversely, each minimal graph of the family 
(and in particular all those which have m(n, 2, k) edges) are of that laind: 
This follows from a theorem of Mader [9], which can also be considered as 
an equivalent formulation of the “matching formula” [I, pi 1593 extending 
the Tutte theorem [12]. 
Now, for n > 2k, put p = [n/k]. Let s be an integer, 0 < s < ,D - 2. 
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Let GsS(n, k) be a graph whose vertex set X is partitioned by ((a), A, B, C), 
where 
IBl =P--2, ICI=& 
and the edge-set consists of all the pairs ax with x E A, and of j C 1 edges 
matching C into B. Thus, 
m[G,“(n, k)] = / A / + 1 C 1 = n - 1 - j B / = n - p + 1. 
THEOREM 1B. For n 3 2k, let G be a graph of order n with m(n, 2, k) 
edges having no equipartite k-coloring. Then G is isomorphic either to G,(n, k) 
or to GsS(n, k). 
Proof. Put n = kp + q, 0 < q < k. 
(1) We may assume that q < k - 2. Otherwise, we have q = k - 1; the 
graph G’ obtained from G by adding one isolated vertex has no equipartite 
k-coloring and has m(n + 1,2, k) edges. So, if the theorem is proved with 
q < k - 2, we know that G’ is isomorphic either to Gl(n + 1, k) or to 
G,“(n + 1, k). It follows that G is isomorphic either to G,(n, k) or to GzS(n, k). 
(2) We may assume that p < k. Otherwise, we have 
n - p + 1 3 kp - p + 1 3 (k + l)(k - 1) + 1 = k2 > (” : ‘). 
Hence m(G) = (“:I). It follows (as in the proof of Theorem 1) that there 
exists a stable set S with 
ISI <P, w(S) 3 p = max(p, k). 
As in part (3) of the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain 
m(Gx-,d < min I($ n(G-4 - P + 11. 
By Theorem 1, Gx-s has an equipartite (k - 1)-coloring, and G has an equi- 
partite k-coloring, which contradicts the definition of G. 
(3) By part (2), and by the Hajnal-SzCmCredi theorem [63, the maximum 
degree 6 of G satisfies 
6>k>p. 
Let a be a vertex with degree 6, and let A be the set of its neighbors. Put 
Y = X - (A u {a}). We may assume that the stability number OI(G~) of GY 
satisfies 
a(Gy) >p - 1. 
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otherwise, let S be a stable set of Gy with I S / = a(Gy) < p - 2, and Iet 
.vz(S, Y - S) denote the number of edges linking S and Y - S. 
maximahty of S, we have 
1 Y : - (p - 2) < 1 Y j - a(Gy) = j Y - S / < m(S, Y .- S) < m(Gy) 
<m(G)-8<(n--p+l)-8=lYYJ-(p-2). 
Hence YM(G~) = m(G) - 6, and no two neighbors of a are adjacent. Further- 
more, m,(Gy) = j Y - S 1, and from each vertex of Y - S there is exactly 
one edge going into S, and no edge between two vertices in Y - S. From a 
vertex of S, there is at most one edge going into Y - S (otherwise, the stable 
set obtained from S by replacing this vertex by its neighbors would be stable 
and larger in cardinality, which contradicts the definition of S). Thus, G is 
isomorphic to GzS(~, k). 
(4) Let T be a stable set of GY with / T j = p - L and with m(T, X- 7) = 
cr. lf w  3 1, we have 
YM(G~-~-~~)) < m(G) - 6 - 1 < min i n -p + li , -k--1 
- k, 1 X - (T u a>1 - k -I-- 1 j - i 
Since n - p = (k - 1)p f 4 and 0 ,( 4 < k - 1 (by part (1)j), the last 
term is equal to m,,(n - p, 2, k ~ 1). Hence Gx-(rua) would have an equipar- 
tite (k - I)-coloring, and since iru a is stable, G would have an equipartite 
k-coloring. The same arguments apply when I+’ = 0 and 6 3 k + I. If w = 0 
and 6 = k, all the vertices in Y are isolated vertices of 6. Since there are 
two nonadjacent vertices in A (otherwise, G = G,(n, k) and the proof is 
achieved), it is easy to construct an equipartite k-coloring of 6. This contra- 
dicts the definition of G and achieves the proof. 
3. THE COLORING OF OTHER HYPERGRAPHS 
Let Z?(n, r, k) be the family of all the r-uniform hypesgraphs of order II 
having no equipartite k-coloring, and put 
m,(rz, r, k) = min(wt(N)/N E -X(n, 7, k)). 
We shall assume that n > k(r - l), because otherwise H has an equipartite 
k-coloring (in fact, every equipartite k-partition is a coloring). A hypergraph 
H = (El , E, )..., I&) is said to be k-minimal if HE Z(n, P, k), and if the 
partial hypergraph H - E, does not belong to Z(n, I’, k) (for i = 1, 2,..., YE). 
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Let K,“(X) denote the complete r-uniform hypergraph on a set X with 
/ X / = ~1: the edges are all the r-tuples in X. Let q be a positive integer. 
A family J&’ of r-subsets of X is called a q-matching of KfiT(X) if / 4 / = q 
and E, FE JY, E i: F implies E n F = @. A family X of r-subsets of X, 
where 1 X j = n, is called a transversal of the q-matchings of KnT(X) or, for 
short, a T&q, if X n &Z’ f o for every q-matching &‘. We have the follow- 
ing result: 
LEMMA 1. Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph of order n with k(r - 1) < 
n<kr;putn=k(r-l)+q, l<q<k. ThenHE2’?(n,r,k)ifandonly 
if H is a T&q, and we have 
m,(n, r, k) < min 
Ii 
k(f” -,‘I + 1): (“,) - (qr ; ‘)I. 
Proof. Let H = (X, 8) be a hypergraph having an equipartite k-coloring 
ts, 3 s, ,***, s, ,..., S,); we may assume 
j S, / = IS, / = **. = IS, / = r, 
I &,I I = a** = / Sk j = r - 1. 
Clearly, JY = (S, , S, ,..., S,) is a q-matching of K,’ and satisfies JY n d = o ; 
so H is not a T&q. Conversely, consider a hypergraph H = (X, &) which is 
not a T&q. Let ~2’ = (S, , S, ,..., S,) be a q-matching of K,?(X) such that 
JZY n G = m. Let (S,,, ,..., S,) be any covering of X - ui+ Si by disjoint 
(r - I)-tuples; then (S, , S, ,..., S,) is an equipartite k-coloring of H. This 
proves the first part of the lemma. 
Now, consider the hypergraph H&z, r, k) whose edges are all the r-subsets 
of X which meet a set A C X with / A I = n - qr + 1; clearly, H&z, r, k) is a 
T&q and has no equipartite k-coloring. Hence 
mdn, r, k) < m[Hdn, r, k)] = (F) - (“’ y ‘). 
Also, consider K&T-1j+I(A), the complete hypergraph on a set A of k(r - 1) + 1 
vertices (i.e., the family of all the r-subsets of A), and the hypergraph 
Sn--lc(r--l)--l(B) consisting of a set B of n - k(r - 1) - 1 isolated vertices 
(and no edges). The hypergraph H&z, r, k) = K&T-If+l(A) v Sn--k(r--l)--l(B) 
(disjoint union) on A u B is not k-colorable; therefore, it has no equipartite 
k-coloring and 
m&z, r, k) < m[H,(n, r, k)] = (k” - ,‘) + ‘). 
The result follows. 
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THEOREM 2. If7j = k(r - 1) + q, where q = I or 2, we haue 
m,(n, Y, k) = jk@ - f' + "j. 
For q = I, the only hypergraph of X(n, r: k) kvith n minimum number of 
edges is K,?. 
For q = 2, and k > 2, the only hypergraph of %(n, Y, k) with a mi&mum 
number of edges is K?I-, v S, . 
Proof. For q = 1, the result follows immediately from Lemma 1. For 
q = 2, a hypergraph N is minimum if and only if K,’ - N is a maximum 
hypergraph having no two disjoint edges; by the Erdiis-Ko-Rado theorem 
[4], it follows that 
m(K,’ - H) = (:j - m(H) = (Ii 1 j j. 
Hence 
m(H) = tkcr -,” L ‘j. 
If k > 2, we also have 
n = k(r - 1) + 2 > 2(r - 1) + 2 = 2r. 
Therefore, by the Hilton-Mimer theorem [7], it follows that K,’ - H is 
the set of all r-tuples containing a fixed vertex x0 . Hence 
H = KnT - (K,‘?, = I& v S, . 
LEMMA 2. Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph of order n, and let q < p =- 
b/4 If 
then there exists a q-matching of H. Furthermore, if m(H) = (F)(q - I j/p 
then either H contains a q-matching, or every p-matching of K,’ contams 
exa& q - 1 edges of H. 
Proof. Assume that H = (X, 8) has no q-matching. The number of 
p-matchings of K,’ is equal to 
582blz2/2-2 
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The number of p-matchings of K,’ which contain a fixed edge of H is equal 
to 
KT-( 
n - (p - 1) r 
r )(p11)!. 
Furthermore, a p-matching of KmT contains at most q - 1 edges of H; so, 
by counting in two different ways the pairs (A, E) such that A’ is ap-matching 
of K,’ and E E G n J~Z, we get 
(;jr ; ‘) . . . (” - ‘pr- 1) ‘) y 
3 m(H) i” ; r) *.* (” - (pr - ‘) r) (p 1 ])! - 
Hence 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. For n = kr, we have 
Furthermore, for k > 2, the only hypergraph of Z(n, r, k) with the minimum 
number of edges is (KnT), = (E/EC X, 1 E 1 = r, E 3 a]; for k = 2, every 
k-minimal hypergraph has the minimum number of edges. 
ProoJ: Let H be a graph of order n = kr; by Lemma 1, H is a TS’k, and 
consequently K,? - H has no k-matching. By Lemma 2, 
hence 
m(H) 3 (‘zy) k4; = (:I;). 
It follows that the hypergraph (K,?), which has no equipartite k-coloring 
and contains exactly (I:::) edges, has the minimum number of edges. Further- 
more, assume k > 2, and let H be a T&k with m(H) = (YZ..). Thus, the 
r-graph i? = K,’ - H has no k-matching. From Lemma 2, it follows that 
every k-matching of K,’ contains exactly k - 1 edges of i? (and consequently, 
only one edge of H). Hence H has no two disjoint edges, and since m(H) = 
(:I:) and r < n/2, it follows from the Hilton-Mimer theorem [7] that H 
consists of all the r-tuples containing a fixed vertex. Hence H = (K,?), . 
If we assume k = 2, H can be any maximal intersecting hypergraph. 
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COROLLARY. m,(kr - 1, Y, k) 3 (yT_;I), 
Let N be an u-uniform hypergraph of order y1 = kr - 1 having less than 
(7::) edges; let H’ be obtained from H by adding one isolated vertex. 
Theorem 3, H’ has an equipartite k-coloring, which induces an equipar 
k-coloring for N. c?,e 
For y2 > p > Y > I, the Twan number T(n, r, p) is defmed to be the mini- 
mum possibIe number of edges for an r-uniform hypergraph H of order IZ 
such that every p-tuple of vertices contains an edge of N. In particular, 
T(n,I,p)=n--p+l. 
THEOREM 4. For n 3 kr, put p = [n/k] >, r 2 2; we hwe 
mO(n, r, k) < min [T(Iz - 1, r - 1,~ - i), !k(’ -,” * “11. 
Proof. Let Z = (X’, 8’) be an (r - I)-uniform hypergraph with ; x’ I = 
n - 1 and 16’ / = T(n - 1,~ - 1,~ -- 1) such that every SCX’ with 
/ S j = p - 1 contains an edge of H’. Put X = %’ w (yj, where y 4 W’, and 
d = (E u {y)/E E 6’). 
We shall show that the hypergraph N = (X, G”), which has T(n - 1. r - 1, 
p - 1) edges, admits no equipartite k-coloring. Let (S, , S, ,..~, SJ be an equi- 
partite partition of X; assume that y E Si , say. Hence, S+ - {y) contains an 
edge of H’ and consequently, Si contains an edge of I!f. Thus H has no eq,ui- 
partite k-coloring. Hence 
m,(n, r, k) < m(W) = T(n - I, P ~ 1, p - I), 
On the other hand, JY&,,_~,+~ has no equipartite k-coloring; hence 
The result follows, 
COROLLARY 1. Forp = [n/k] 2 3, put 
n-l =(p-2)q+t, Q<tcp-2; 
theit 
This follows immediately from Turan’s theorem [I 11. 
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COROLLARY 2. For p = [n/k] >, r 3 3, we have 
This follows from a bound for the Turan numbers due to Katona, Nemetz, 
and Simonovits [8]. For larger values, a bound due to Spencer could also be 
used. 
THEOREM 5. If p = n/k is an integer > r, we have 
(1) 
Equation (1) holds with equality for all (n, r, k) such that there exists a 
Steiner system S(r2 - p, n - r, n - 1). 
Proof. Let H be an r-uniform hypergraph of order n = kp with m(H) < 
(Y:)(T::)-l. We shall show that H has an equipartite k-coloring. If E is an 
edge of H, the number of sets S with 1 S 1 = p and S 1 E is equal to (n;!fi). 
Put 
H’ = (S/l S 1 = p, S 2 Ei for some ij. 
Then 
Nf’) d z’l (” ,‘T ‘) 
We can see that 
(“;r,‘)(; 1 ;I-’ = [(‘lp) - (k 
Thus 
= 
r -l 
1 r ’ 
From the lemma to Theorem 3, it follows that K,p - H’ has a k-matching. 
Clearly, this k-matching is an equipartite coloring of H. 
If there exists an S(n - p, n - r, n - l), i.e., a set of blocks Bi C X, with 
1 Bi 1 = n - Y, 1 XI = n - 1, such that each (n - p)-tuple is contained in 
exactly one block, then 
T(ff - 1, r - 1, p -- 1) = (“, 1 :,(T z y, 
and a hypergraph having the required properties is (X - B, , X - B2 ,...). 
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kience, from Theorem 4, it follows that 
COROLLARY I. Let p, k > 2 and let H be un v-uniform ~y~e~gr~~~ with 
n < pk and 
Then H is k-colorable. 
COROLLARY 2. (Ed& 131). Let H be an r-wn$orm hypevgraph. If m( 
kr-lT then B is k-colorable. 
It suf&es to consider the limit in (2) when p tends to infinity. 
Remark. With similar methods, a slightly stronger result can be proved. 
THEOREM 5A. If p = [n/k] > Y, we have 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF k-MINIix41, HYPERGRAPH~ 
Tn the proof of Theorem IA, we have seen that the structure of al3 the 
k-minimal graphs is known for k > n/2, but it is unknown for k < ~312. in 
this section, we shall describe some k-minimal hypergraphs. 
EXAMPLE 1. For n 3 k(r -- 1) + 1, let s be an integer with 1 S s < Y, 
and let LX, !3, y, X, p, v be nonnegative integers witb 
Let X be a set with / X / = N, and A, B, C’ be three disjoint subsets with 
‘Ai= a, ‘: B ) = /3, ) C j = y. If H = (&Ii E 1) and A’ = (FJj f 3) are two 
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hypergraphs on two disjoint sets X and Y, respectively, H V H’ will denote 
the hypergraph (Et u F&i, j) E I x J) on X U Y (if I = ~3, we put H V H’ = 
H’). The Turan hypergraph T(X; r, A) on a set X is an r-uniform hypergraph 
with r(l X /, r, A) edges such that 
s c x, ISI =A S contains no edge of T(X; r, h) 
yields a contradiction. 
For r = 0 or r > A, or h > 1 X /, this hypergraph is empty (I = is). The 
complete hypergraph K,’ is a Turan hypergraph with h = r. Consider the 
following hypergraph on X, depending on s, 01, /3, y, A, p, v: 
H,’ = ?“(A; r, h + 1) u (K,“(A) v T(B; r - s, p + 1)) U T(C; r, v  + 1). 
HsT has no equipartite k-coloring, because if (S, , S, ,..., S,) is such a coloring, 
one of its classes, say S1 , satisfies 
lS,nA/3s. (2) 
By (2), we have 
I&nSl <p. 
We also have 
IsIn4 <A jS,nCj <v. 
Hence 
/ S, j = j S, n A I + / S, n B 1 + I S, n C j < X + p + v = [n/k] - 1. 
This contradicts that the coloring is equipartite. Clearly, H,’ is also k-minimal. 
It can be seen that for N > kr, this class contains all the k-minimal 
hypergraphs with a minimum number of edges that we have met. If 01 = 
k(s - 1) + 1 < [n/k] - 1, take X = 01, p = [n/k] - 1 - 01, v = y = 0, and 
we get 
m(HIT) = T(n - 1, r - 1, [n/k] - 1), 
m(HzT) = (“1) T(n - k - 1, r - 2, [n/k] - k - l), 
. . . 
m(HF-,) = ( 
k(r - 2) + 1 
r-l ! (n - MW + 11, 
m(f&‘) = ik” - ,” ’ ’ 1. 
(For s = r, we obtain this value also for other values of A.) We conjecture that 
for n > kr and k > 2, the minimum number of edges for HE Z(n, k, r) is 
obtained for either H,’ or HTT. 
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EXAMPLE 2. For n 3 k(r - 1) f 1, let s be an integer with 1 < s < I^ ? 
and let A C X be a set with j A j = k(s - 1) + 1. Clearly, 
k(s - 1) + I < k(r - I) + 1 < n, 
Let B C X be a set with B n A = ,B and 1 B j = max{Q,[n/k] - I+>. We shall 
define HS(n, Y, k) as the hypergraph on X whose edges are all the subsets E 
of X satisfying 
1-a =r, lAnEi 23 EnB= 0 
NS(n, r, k) has no equipartite k-coloring because if (S, , S, ,..,4 S,) is such a 
coloring, there exists an i with 1 Si n A / 3 s, and one of the edges is con- 
tained in Si , which is a contradiction. Furthermore, this hypergraph is 
k-minimal, because if we remove an edge I?, it is trivial to construct an 
equipartite k-coloring for the new hypergraph. 
EXAMPLE 3. For n = kr and Y 3 1 modulo 2, consider an r-tupie E, C X 
and put 
H4 = {E,) u sz? meets every perfect matching Q? of K,‘, because if E0 $ V’, 
then %T contains some A E d. 
II4 is a k-minimal hypergraph, because there exists a perfect matching 
which does not meet H4 - E,, , and there exists a perfect matching which 
does not meet Ii7, - A, where A E d. 
EXAMPLE 4. For IZ = kr and Y = 0 mod&o 2, consider an v-tup?e I&, 
and put 
d = {A; ; A j = Y, 0 < / A n E,, / < $2 - 1). 
Let 9 be a maximal intersecting family of r/2-tuples in E0 ) and put 
~8 ={A’/jA’I =r,A’nE,eS?]. 
IT6 = (E,) u ~6’ u A$” meets every perfect matching %, because if $? does not 
contain E,, , and contains no A E .G?, then 0 contains two r-tuples C and 67’ 
with 
Hence either C E .&“, or c’ E &‘. 
Furthermore, H5 is a k-minimal hypergraph, because there exist perfect 
matchings which do not meet H5 - E, , and Hi - A with A E .x9”, and 
H5 - A’ with A’ E .a?“. 
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EXAMPLE 5. For IZ = kr, let (Y, 2) be a partition of X such that 
I Y I - [I Y lirlr = P f  0, p < r. 
Let h and ,u be real positive numbers such that 
(1) p d x < 1, 
(2) MP + r>l* = DPI*, 
(3) LruPl” = P,l* + NP -JN* (0 <j <PI. 
(4) [dp + r>l* = M* + MP + r -JN* (P <.i < 9. 
LetBCYsuchthatjBI=[hp]*-1. 
Let I& denote the set of all the r-tuples E C X such that 
(5) En Yf 0, 
(6) EnZf ia, 
(7)either/EnY/=por/EnY/<p,IEnBI~[hjEnYl]*or 
/EnYI>p,IEnBI<[~lInYl]*. 
We can see that H6 is a k-minimal hypergraph. 
EXAMPLE 6. For n = kr, consider as above a partition (Y, 2) of X with 
p # 0, and two real numbers X and p such that 
(1) 0 < x < 1, 0 < p < 1, 
(2) [API” = Gvl” + NP -dI* (0 <j <PI, 
(3) bdr -PII* = lid* + L4r -P -.I%* (0 <j -c r -PI. 
Let H, denote the set of all r-tuples EC X such that 
(4) En Yf 0, 
(5) EnZ# m, 
(6)eitherlEnYj<p,]EnBl<[h[EnYl]*orlEnZl<r-p, 
/ E n C j < [FL / E n 2 iI* or j E n Y I = p, where I3 C Y and CC Z satisfy 
I B I = [API” - 1, I C I = h4r - PII* - 1. 
We can see that H7 is a k-minimal hypergraph. 
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